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Professor Pulinets was interviewed 
on April 30, 2015 by Benjamin Denis-
ton.

The graphics in this article are 
still images from  animations; to view 
those animations, see the interview 
video.

Benjamin Deniston: Hello, my 
name is Benjamin Deniston, with the 
LaRouche Political Action Commit-
tee Scientific Research Team, and 
I’m very happy to be joined today 
with Prof. Sergey Pulinets, speaking 
to us from Moscow over Google 
Hangouts, for a very special inter-
view discussion on the subject of 
technologies that can be used to con-
trol weather and increase rainfall, to 
help address the drought and water crises going on in 
places like California, other places in the United States, 
but also other places around the world.

Obviously, this is a very important issue now, given 
the water shortage in the Western United States, but 
also globally, so we’re very happy to be able to discuss 
some new technologies, new frontier ideas that can help 
mankind manage the atmospheric resources, the water 
resources of the sky, potentially, and begin to give man-
kind potentially an ability to increase rainfall where it is 
needed, and secure the water supplies for various re-
gions.

Professor Pulinets has some important background 
and familiarity with these technologies and some of the 
theories behind how these technologies work to allow 
mankind to stimulate rainfall with ionization systems. 
Professor Pulinets has been involved with a company in 
the United States called Rain on Request, which is pro-
moting the utilization of these technologies in the 
United States. He’s also written on the subject, includ-

ing an article that was published in Russia Beyond the 
Headlines in 2009, entitled “Weather Control? Yes, It Is 
Really Possible.” 

Earlier, Professor Pulinets had worked as part of a 
team assessing the validity and scientific basis for some 
of these weather control systems in Mexico, in the late 
’90s and early 2000s.

So again, I’m very happy to be joined by Dr. Puli-
nets today. This is going to be a very useful and helpful 
discussion for this current water situation.

And to start off, I would like to ask you, Dr. Puli-
nets, because clearly this issue is met with a lot of 
skepticism; when you bring this up, a lot of people 
have a very quick reaction of just dismissing the idea 
that we can control things such as weather processes, 
rainfall; but you have done work actually assessing the 
scientific basis for some of these systems that have 
been operational for many years and which have been 
reported to show success in increasing rainfall in 
Mexico.
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I was hoping we could start by hearing 
about the history of your familiarity with 
these systems, and your understanding of 
where they’ve worked and how well they’ve 
been successful so far.

Ionization
Prof. Sergey Pulinets: Hello Ben, hello 

to everybody. I would like to clarify a little bit 
the situation. Actually, my background is 
space physics. And new ideas appeared from 
the end of the ’90s, when we started to learn 
about the effects in the ionosphere that are as-
sociated with earthquakes. It was very inter-
esting how the information from the ground, 
and even underground, penetrates to our space, and I 
started to develop a theory about this. And to do this I 
had to be involved in geophysics, in solid geophysics: 
What happens before the earthquakes.

And for the first time, I encountered the problem of 
the ionization which is created by radon emanating from 
the Earth’s crust, and the increase of this emanation 
before earthquakes. Radon can produce the ionization of 
air near the ground surface, and then, after ion hydration 
and latent heat release, this heat propagates up to the 
upper layers of the atmosphere, up to the tropopause.

This is known from the effects of cosmic rays on 
atmosphere. Probably you know that the clouds which 
cover our planet, to a great extent, are formed due to 
galactic cosmic rays, which produce ionization and 
then the ions become the centers of water vapor con-
densation, and nucleation and formation of drops and 
clouds, which we see every day; and there is a correla-
tion between the cloud coverage of our planet and the 
variations of the fluxes of cosmic rays.

So nature gives us the answer, that ionization can 
produce the nucleation. We have these examples from 
space, galactic cosmic rays, and from the ground, from 
the nature of radioactivity; and we can see, for example, 
the results of studies of Japanese scientists (Figure 1), 
who, through the discharge from the needle, created the 
flux of ions and put them in the mass spectrometer, and 
were able to see how the particles grow.

And if you look at the picture, you will see the dis-
tance between the sequential spectrum lines: In atomic 
mass, it is 18: It is the atomic mass of the water mole-
cule. And you see how the ions gain more and more and 
more water molecules, and it was proved experimen-
tally. So this is, let’s say, the theoretical background, 

how the ionization can produce the large clusters, where 
in the center we have the ion and the envelope from the 
water molecules.

Mexico’s ELAT
I came to Mexico and was working in the Institute of 

Geophysics of UNAM [National Autonomous Univer-
sity of Mexico]—the greatest university in Mexico 
City—working on the problem of earthquakes, but there 
I met some friends who made me familiar with a Mexi-
can company named ELAT, which made experiments 
with the stimulation of rain. They had contracts with the 
governments of different states, especially in the drought 
areas of Mexico, such as in the Sonora desert, to produce 
rain to increase the harvest in these areas.

It is very interesting that the main idea, and maybe 
the ideology, was also proposed by a Russian scientist, 
Lev Pokhmelnykh, who was the founder of this com-
pany, and was supported by Mexican businessman 
Mario Dominguez, and primarily by the Mayor of 
Mexico City, Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas Solórzano. And 
because the physical mechanism is the same, simply the 
sources of ionization are different: We have radon 
before earthquakes; and they have a special installation 
which produces artificial ionization. So we started to 
cooperate.

I was familiar with their results: Actually I can pro-
vide you some pictures with their results, and they are 
very impressive.

After that, I became a member of the scientific com-
mittee of representatives of the Mexican meteorologi-
cal agency scientists working in the physics of atmo-
sphere; there was one scientist from the United States. I 
can give you the list of these scientists who were in-
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volved in this committee, who had the purpose to esti-
mate whether the facts produced by this company are 
real. I participated in several meetings of this commit-
tee where we discussed their result.

So, how does this installation look? (Figure 2) It is 
an iron mast of nearly 30 meters, from which, like rays, 
very thin wires go. Why very thin? We know that if we 
take the needle, for example, before the thunderstorm, 
when we have high voltage, high electric field in the 
atmosphere, we sometimes can see the discharge from 
the needle. So now, let us imagine that we have the ends 
of the needle connected to the thin wire, and the smaller 
the diameter of this wire, the more effective is the 
growth of the coronal discharge, by putting the higher 
electrical voltage on this wire.

So you create something like an “umbrella” around 
this mast, and you have shorter peripheral masts around 
the umbrella’s circumference 
(Figure 2a). So you have this 
installation, and the higher volt-
age which produces the ioniza-
tion of air; and then, if you put 
positive or negative potential 
on this installation, with this 
electric field—for example, if 
you put positive potential, the 
positive ions will be moved by 
the electric field up to the upper 
layers; and moving to the upper 
layers, they gain more and more 
water molecules and become 
nuclei to form clouds.

Actually, for example, we can see these effects even 
before earthquakes, when the linear clouds are formed, 
over the tectonic faults (Figure 3). And this effect is 
observed everywhere and reported by many scientists. 
This is the same effect of the electric field, of the ions 
produced by the ionization by radon, going up, and 
forming the linear clouds over the active tectonic fault.

This is the explanation of this technology. Of course, 
the physics stands behind this, but I should underline 
one very important thing: We know the technology of 
so-called cloud-seeding, when, from an airplane, you 
suspend, for example, silver iodine, or you can even 
suspend cement, plus any dust or aerosol in the air, 
which can become the center of condensation, and you 
stimulate the precipitation of rain.

But the difference between these two technologies 
is the following: By seeding, you can precipitate only 

the water which already exists 
in the air; you can create noth-
ing more. But here, you create 
the new nucleus, and you take 
the water vapor and collect it 
into drops. And if you put your 
installation near the seashore—
for example, in California, you 
can very easily put this instal-
lation near the shore—you can 
collect the humidity and then 
transport it, because you can 
put the different potentials be-
tween two installations. This 
creates movement of this air, 
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filled by [these nuclei] for the formation 
of clouds inland (Figure 4).

Creating Precipitation
So actually, if we are now speaking 

of the technology, you can take water 
from the ocean, to move inland and then 
create precipitation. To create precipita-
tion, you need to create some conditions, 
relationships between the temperature in 
the altitude of the clouds and dew tem-
perature. So, you should have your tem-
perature lower than the dew temperature, 
to condense; this creates the drops, and 
creates the kind of instability which, in 
nature, we have in thunderstorms.

Actually, all people, and sometimes 
physicists who study the atmosphere, 
think in terms of hydrodynamics. For 
example, describing typhoons, hurri-
canes, they look only at the hydrody-
namic mechanical movement, but they 
forget that we are living in an electrical 
world: a huge electrical potential on the 
top of the hurricane.

We live in the constant electric field 
which exists between the ionosphere 
and the ground (Figure 5); the potential 
difference between the ionosphere and 
the ground is near 250 kilovolts, and 
sometimes it can gain 400-500 kilovolts. 
And on the ground surface, the vertical 
gradient of the electric field is 100 or 
150 volts per meter. You’re a tall guy, so between your 
legs and your head, you have a 200-volt potential dif-
ference all the time!

This potential difference is created by thunderstorm 
activity globally. Thunderstorms charge the iono-
sphere positively in relation to the Earth, and in areas 
of fair weather, we have the return to fair weather cur-
rent, which is very low, but nevertheless, we have a 
closed electric circuit, which is called, in science, the 
“global electric circuit” (Figure 6). And simply, we use 
everything that is given to us by nature, helping a 
little bit with this ionization to create additional cen-
ters of nucleation.

Now, there exists a conception in science which is 
named “ion-induced nucleation,” which is explosive 

nucleation in the presence of the source of the ioniza-
tion. So you can produce these centers of condensation, 
and your task is to transport it to the altitude of cloud 
formation, and then create the conditions to precipitate 
this.

Ion Hydration
Deniston: Just to clarify for our audience here, let’s 

take a couple of steps back: You’re saying, we start with 
the fact that on the one side, there’s already a lot of 
water vapor, evaporated water in the atmosphere. . .

Pulinets: Yes.
Deniston: So on the one side, with these ionization 

systems, you can create the conditions which accelerate 
or increase the rate at which that evaporated water con-
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denses and forms liquid droplets, which can help. . .
Pulinets: The initial state is not droplets yet, but nu-

cleation centers. They are too small to call them droplets. 
It is a complex process, from the ion to a larger particle, 
to the ion cluster, then nucleation, and then the droplet. 
The same process as formation of clouds in natural con-
ditions: Simply, you form nuclei near the ground surface, 
and then transport them up with an electric field.

Deniston: And you had said that Japanese scientists 
have done experiments demonstrating the role of in-
creased ionization in facilitating this process.

Pulinets: Yes. Yes, they published several papers, 
and I can provide you these publications with the fig-
ures, showing how these particles grow. It is very inter-
esting.

I should also underline, that, contrary to the pure con-
densation, which needs saturated water vapor, 100% hu-
midity, pure water, to have condensation, this process is 
called “ion hydration,” attachment of the water mole-
cules to the ion. And you can see from their pictures that 

this process takes place in any level of relative humidity, 
even if you have 25% humidity, you still will have the 
formation of these ion clusters with attached water mol-
ecules. Of course, the higher the humidity, the more ef-
fective the process we have, the larger the particles are 
formed. But in general, hydration takes place at any level 
of humidity. Even in low humidity conditions, you can 
create large particles and precipitate them in the form of 
dew, for example.

And for the plants, it doesn’t matter whether you 
have rain or if you have dew; they can gain water even 
from dew.

Inducing Water from the Ocean
Deniston: You had also said, in addition to helping 

to induce what atmospheric moisture is there to come 
down, either to precipitate or to form as dew, you can 
also induce more flows of moisture to come in from 
over the ocean, you can actually increase the water 
availability in the atmosphere, too.

FIGURE 6
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Pulinets: Yes. And I provided you the pictures from 
the Mexican experiments: You see the line of installa-
tions, perpendicular to the shore, starting from the Pa-
cific, and this line helped to move the mass of air filled 
with the humidity inland in Mexico (Figure 7).

Deniston: And so, you had said, based on your 
work, these systems in Mexico have shown some pretty 
impressive results.

Pulinets: Yes. You can see there, the results of the 
filling of dams [reservoirs—ed.] of the hydroelectric 
power plants. And there were two dams, and there are 
results for one and a half years, and you can see how 
these dams were filled up with this technology (Figure 
8). Actually, they also tried to fight forest fires in the 
Yucatan Peninsula, creating artificial rain, to fight forest 
fires.

Deniston: And they also 
had success in doing that?

Pulinets: Yes, there are 
some statistical results show-
ing the occurrence of forest 
fires during the period of the 
activity. You may have some-
thing like 20-30% increase of 
precipitation—not that you 
create heavy rains, you see, 
but you can increase, in an es-
sential manner, the amount of 
water precipitated.

Deniston: Maybe to step 
back also—you had said early 
on that this is very similar to 
what occurs naturally with the 

radiation coming in from the galactic system. 
And I think we could take a few minutes to dis-
cuss that, because that is a relatively a new area 
of study, where we’re starting to learn and un-
derstand the effects of what the Sun is doing, and 
then also, the effects of the high-energy radia-
tion from the galaxy, are actually a constant 
input shaping the environment of the atmo-
sphere, affecting climate, weather; affecting 
how water moves through the water cycle. You 
had said that the basis of these ionization tech-
nologies, is actually acting on a very similar area 
as the ionizing effects of the galaxy. Can you say 
more about that?

Pulinets: Yes. Any particle with energy—
the energy of ionization of molecules of air 

which is from 10-15 electron volts—so any particles 
which have energy higher than this energy, can ionize 
a water molecule. If we stick to the cosmic sources of 
ionization, we have two main sources: There is our 
star, the Sun; and the galactic cosmic rays, which have 
much higher energy. And the altitude of penetration of 
these particles into the atmosphere depends on the 
energy of the particles. The solar particles have lower 
energy, so they cannot actually penetrate to the lower 
layers of the atmosphere, and they lose their energy at 
altitudes, say, from tens to hundreds kilometers (Figure 
9a): This is the source of the Northern Lights. They 
excite the molecules, and atoms, actually—at these al-
titudes we are now speaking about atoms of oxygen 
and nitrogen, and we see the green and red lines of the 
polar lights (Figure 9b).
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But the galactic cosmic rays, which have much 
higher energy, have the altitude peak where they lose 
their main energy, at the altitude of the tropopause, 
which is from 10-15 km. This is the altitude of the top 
of the clouds of our atmosphere (Figure 9a). So these 
are the layers where the clouds are formed, and the first 
good statistical results were made by [Henrik] Svens-
mark; he is a Danish scientist, who showed that during 
two cycles of the Sun’s activity, 22 years, the cross-cor-
relation coefficient was near 95% between the varia-
tions of the galactic cosmic rays’ fluxes and the cloud 
coverage of our planet (Figure 10).

And now this theory has been developed very well, 
showing how the primary ions are formed; then they 
enter into the chemical reaction, create the final ions, 
and these final ions become hydrated and form the nu-
cleus of clouds.

So this theory is well-developed, and probably you 
have heard of a large—huge, you can say!—chamber 
created at CERN, in Switzerland, where they studied 
this process of cloud formation. But they spent a lot of 
money, and I prefer the experiment of the Japanese, 
which is a very simple one, very clever, showing this 
process very clearly.

Latent Heat
And what is very interesting, is that sometimes 

physicists who are working in this field do not take into 
account another effect connected to this ionization: the 

release of latent heat. You know that water molecules 
free in the air, with the air existing as a gas, and water 
molecules in water, have different energies. Water can 
exist in three phases: It is gas, liquid, and solid. So, 
water vapor, water that we drink, and ice. And between 
them, there is a difference in the energy of the water 
molecules which we do not see; that’s why we call it 
“latent heat” (Figure 11).

So, for example, to evaporate—you know, this is a 
proverb, that “a watched pot will never boil.” Because it 
seems that you have reached 100° centigrade tempera-
ture, but you wait and wait and wait until the vapor starts 
to be emitted from the water. This is the period when the 
water molecules gain this latent heat to evaporate, to 
become free from the water. And we have a backward 
[reverse—ed.] process: When the water is condensed, it 
releases heat into the  environment (Figure 11).

FIGURE 10

adapted from Marsh and Svensmark 2000
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So that’s why, in Asian countries, we see a lot of hot 
fountains—and probably also you have the special 
water systems in California—because water from foun-
tains starts to evaporate, and it absorbs the heat and de-
creases the temperature in this area. That’s why we 
create fountains: To decrease the temperature a little 
bit, where we have a hot climate.

And so, if we deal with ionization, we have the same 
effect. When the water condenses on ions, it releases 
heat. But if you decrease the condensation, you will de-
crease the temperature in this place. That’s why it was 
discovered, the connection of the sharp decrease of ga-
lactic cosmic ray fluxes during the magnetic storms, 
with formation of the hurricanes.

Again, in Mexico, I have a good colleague, Jorge 

Pérez-Peraza, who is working on the con-
nection of the fluxes of galactic cosmic 
rays and formation of hurricanes in the At-
lantic and Pacific areas of Mexico. And he 
has very good statistics, that show that 
when you have a lot of Forbush decrease—
so, an active Sun, many magnetic storms—
this increases the probability of the forma-
tion of tropical cyclones and hurricanes.

And we published a paper showing the 
physical mechanisms: If you have a de-
crease of fluxes of galactic cosmic rays, 
you decrease the temperature on the level 
of the tropopause, and in such a way, you 
increase the temperature difference be-
tween the surface of the ocean and the tro-
popause. So, you sharply increase convec-

tion and help hurricanes to form, due to 
increased convection (Figure 12).

Galactic Cosmic Rays
Deniston: I think this is a remark-

able thing you’re saying, that these 
high-energy particles, not coming from 
our Earth, not coming from our star, but 
coming from all regions of interstellar 
space and the galaxy, are actually play-
ing an active role in things like the 
strength of hurricanes or hurricane for-
mation.

Pulinets: Yes, yes, yes. And there 
is—Israeli scientists Nir Shaviv and Ján 
Veizer discovered another effect of 
modulation of fluxes of galactic cosmic 

rays, with periods of Earth ice ages in the long-term his-
tory of our planet (Figure 13a). And they were able to 
demonstrate that it could be—this is hypothesis—could 
be connected with movement of the Solar System in the 
arms our spiral galaxy. And when the Solar System is 
inside the arms, that is, there is more dust, so there is 
less flux of the galactic cosmic rays. And between the 
arms, we have the larger fluxes of the galactic cosmic 
rays (Figure 13b). And these periods coincide, tempo-
rally, with periods of increased and decreased tempera-
ture of our planet.

Deniston: All these ionization effects, these cosmic 
radiation effects that you’re describing here, they’re 
constantly creating certain conditions in our atmo-
sphere that affect how water vapor behaves, that affect 

FIGURE 12
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how weather behaves, that affect climate.
Pulinets: Yes, and we should not forget that with 

clouds, you have the shadows on the Earth. So the tem-
perature variation is connected not only with the direct 
heat created by cosmic rays, but with the shadow: More 
clouds, more shadow; fewer clouds, you are open to the 
Sun. So these variations of temperature connected with 
shadow are also essential.

Deniston: Well, I just have to say, this kind of rede-
fines what we mean when we think of the Earth’s cli-
mate, because it’s not—it’s more like a solar and galac-
tic climate than just an Earth climate.

Pulinets: We should take into account both of them. 
You see, you cannot say that it is only galactic. But the 
galaxy creates some contribution to the variations of 
climate.

Deniston: Mm-hmm. And so you’re saying that this 
work being done with these ionization systems, is a 
way that we can begin to affect these types of parame-
ters, create our own influence on these weather systems, 
the water cycle, and utilize that to our own benefit.

Pulinets: Yes, I think so. It is possible, but we should 
do it, very, very carefully. I suppose that there should be 
state or administrative control, because influencing the 
environment could be dangerous; you should have some 
limits, because you can create huge installations to make 
very large ionization, depending on the polarity; then 
you can increase the number of clouds, or decrease the 
number of clouds. Somebody will want to have a resort 
and have a lot of Sun; another one wants to produce 
grapes and have rains, and they could be neighbors, and 
then fight over whether you have clouds or don’t have 
clouds! So these activities should be regulated, of course.

Responsible Water Management
Deniston: What would you think should be the next 

step for developing these systems, as you’re saying, in 

a mature and regulated way? Because I think this opens 
up a whole new potential, obviously for how mankind 
can deal with these challenges, like droughts, or like 
bad weather occurring that causes excess flooding.

This is a growing, major issue. Water is a huge issue, 
not just for the United States, but globally. There’s 
many places in the world that are lacking fresh water, or 
they lack regular supplies. They get rain, then they get 
drought, and they get a little bit of rain again, and 
drought. It seems as if what you’re defining here is an 
incredibly important perspective for how we could 
begin to, in a responsible, regulated way, we could 
begin to manage water in a completely new way, by 
managing how it operates in the atmosphere, not just 
how it operates once it lands on ground.

So, from your standpoint, what do you think would 
be the next steps to begin to develop this in a responsi-
ble manner?

Pulinets: I suppose we should organize open and 
clear, distinct experiments on this, with good scientific 
support, for scientists to be able to control and to see 
that such effects really exist. Because, let’s say, tradi-
tional atmospheric scientists or meteorologists some-
times say it’s not possible; so we should at least make 
these experiments, to demonstrate, first, to the scientific 
community, and second, to the public, that no danger 
exists. These effects are no more dangerous than a natu-
ral electric field.

I know that in some experiments in Mexico, the cows 
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came close to this installation, because they have a better 
feeling inside this electric field! So, this is a proof, that it 
is no danger to nature. And the birds feel these electric 
fields very well, so they do not approach them.

Deniston: And maybe also, you’ve been mostly dis-
cussing the activity that went on in Mexico. There are 
other companies in other places where these systems 
have been demonstrated, correct?

Pulinets: Yes. I know that such companies exist in 
Saudi Arabia, maybe in Australia; maybe some are al-
ready in Russia, but they are not doing active experi-
ments. I know that there were experiments on ioniza-
tion in Japan, over five years. But they were not 
connected with rain, they were connected with dispers-
ing fogs in the mountain roads of Japan. So you create 
precipitation and decrease the fog, to improve the 
movement in tunnels and high mountains, where the 
fog forms very often.

Deniston: How long do you think it would take to 
get a demonstration system set up, say, maybe in the 
region somewhere in California, to demonstrate the va-
lidity of this technology?

Pulinets: Actually to put up the installation takes 
one to two weeks, and I suppose we need at least one 
year to check different seasons, to see Winter, Autumn, 
Spring, Summer, where we have the optimum condi-
tions to create favorable conditions for this precipita-
tion. And we should take into account also the farmers’ 
planting calendar, to also meet their needs, and so on—
not only for drinking, but for agriculture, basically.

But it seems to me, one year will be enough to set up 
experiments.

Deniston: Well, again, I think this is a very exciting 
and important perspective to be discussing, in this con-
text of the drought in California, the water needs of 
other places in the world. Not only are there these tech-
nologies, but, as you’re discussing, there is the theory 
behind these technologies which enable mankind to 
begin to address these problems in a new way.

Pulinets: We did not discuss this, in this presenta-
tion, because, OK, it should be presented in scientific 
conferences. I said, as a general thing, what happens. 
But the physics is not very complex, but at least you 
need to have some background, to understand these 
processes.

Deniston: And you’ve said that your work in study-
ing earthquake precursors and how the lithosphere, and 
the atmosphere, and the ionosphere interact in the prep-
aration process for earthquakes—the theoretical frame-

work you’ve developed in studying that—has very 
valid applications for this weather control as well.

Pulinets: Yes, of course. It is the same physical pro-
cess, and even the same environment, because the in-
stallation is near the ground. So we have only the differ-
ent sources of ionization.

Maintaining International Cooperation
Deniston: Well, I think this is a very exciting and 

important perspective that we’re discussing here. And I 
also think, just because we’re speaking now from the 
United States to Russia, this is also an important area 
where we can have productive and healthy international 
collaboration between our countries.

Pulinets: Yes, and of course, in the conditions we 
have today, it may help us to improve our relationships, 
which have gone down a little bit during the last year. But 
our cooperation, for example, in space, in the Interna-
tional Space Station, and in physics, etc., never depended 
on any conditions, but was very firm, was very frank, and 
I suppose we should maintain these relationships.

Deniston: It certainly seems like a key area, be-
cause we’re defining how mankind can address prob-
lems that are bigger than any one nation: You know, a 
drought’s not just an issue for one part of the world, and 
not the other. These are the types of things that all man-
kind should be thinking about.

Pulinets: Yes, of course. It is a global problem, and 
all nations should unite to improve the condition.

Deniston: Do you have anything else to add in con-
clusion? I really appreciate your taking the time to go 
through some of the science and your background in 
this area. I think it’s very important.

Pulinets: And I also want to thank you, for finding 
me and giving me the opportunity to explain how we 
can fight the droughts. We don’t need too much money 
for these installations.

Deniston: It’s relatively cheap to do. It’s not an in-
credibly expensive operation.

Pulinets: For example, in comparison with the 
seeding from airplanes, this is moderately priced.

Deniston: Well, I thank you again for joining us, Pro-
fessor Pulinets. It’s always a pleasure to get a chance to 
speak to you and get your understanding of these things.

Pulinets: Thank you, Ben. And you are welcome to 
visit us.

Deniston: I would be very happy to. Thank you, and 
we’ll have more on this very important subject on la-
rouchepac.com. Thank you for joining us.


